THE EDITORS’ NOTE REGARDING THE NOTICE OF RETRACTION


The Editors have first discovered the plagiarism from the paper “The importance of selenium to human health” written by M. Rayman, which appeared in *The Lancet* (2000;15(9225):233–41).

Then, following the procedure developed by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, the Editors of the *International Journal of Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health* have applied to the Index Medicus for the withdrawal of the paper by Anna Luty-Frąckiewicz from indexation and marking its abstract with the following note: “plagiarism – scientific misconduct”.


It is with great regret to say that whole passages of the above articles have been drawn by A. Luty-Frąckiewicz by using the “cut and paste” method.

We publish this editorial to inform the medical community on scientific misconduct and also to prevent similar attempts of plagiarism in the future.
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